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A Vocabulary: Match the pictures with the sentences. (2)  
1. The man is hurting the animal. 
2. Iranian cheetah is an endangered animal. 
3. The first observatory was built in Maraqe by Sheikh Nasirodin Tosi.  
4.We can keep our body healthy by doing daily exersise. 

                      
              ----3-----                  ---------4-----                        ------1------                        -------2-------- 

B: Complete the sentences with the words in the box. (One extra word).(2) 
(funny - golden - cloudy - alive - careful) 

5). She looked at the cloudy sky above the sea. 
6). Mary lost her watch in the park. 
7). Be careful when you cross the street. 
8)."Are your grandparents alive "?"No, they died many years ago". 

 

One odd out. (2) 
9. Die out / live / kill / hunt                                
10. goat / cow / hen / leopard 
11. heart / brain / blood / moon                        
12. red / yellow / liquid / white 
 

Match columns A and B. (2) 
         A                              B 

13) healthy: c                      a) the time after now 
14) a few: b                         b) not many; a small number of things or people 
15) carry: d                        c) strong and well 
16) future: a                      d) to move someone or something from one place to another 
 

Grammar: Make the question. (1) 
17.Maryam will go to the zoo this afternoon. 

Who will go to the zoo this afternoon? (Maryam) 
Where she will go this afternoon? (zoo) 

Choose the correct answer. (2) 
18.I am (younger than/the youngest) Ali. 
19. A car is (the most / more) expensive than a bicycle. 
20. I (buy / will buy) a new car next year. 
21. Zahra is the (best / goodest) student in the class. 
 

Choose the correct answer. (2) 
22. The sky is very cloudy. It -------------- to rain tonight. 
    a .is going                   b. will go                c. goes                         d. would go  
23. It is dark. I cannot see ……………than two meters. 
   a. far                      b. as far as             c. farthest                   d. farther 
24. When you keep nature clean and safe, the animals will live ---------------------.  
    a. long                   b. as long                  c. longer                d.    longest 
25.Ali is 16 years old, Mina is 16 years old. Ali is ……………………………Mina. 
    a) as older              b) as old as               c) old                      d) older than 
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Writing: Choose the correct answer. (1) 
26. There is a (bears/bear) in wild life museum. 
 
27. I have two (feet/foot) and one nose. 
 

There are four mistakes in the text bellow, find and correct them. (2) 
I and my friend are going to visit milad tower. It is in tehran. We are going to take a Taxi for 
visiting the city. I think we will have a good Time there. 

28. Milad                           29. Tehran 
   30. taxi                             31. time 

Choose the correct answer. (1) 
32. Which one is not an idea?             a. Pain              b. attention            c. apple            d. love 
 
33. Which one is not an adjective?     a. blue              b. Iranian                   c. night            d. nice 
 

Read the following passage and choose the best answer. (2) 
Microbes are really ……………. They are everywhere! They live all-around you, on you and 
inside you! Microbes are very ……………, so you can't see them. But don’t worry. Some 
microbes make you sick but most others keep you …………….and even help you to ……… 
disease. There are so many different types of microbes. We know that microbes do lots of 
different things.  
34)   a. careful                 b. wonderful                    c. difficult                      d. dangerous 
35)    a. big                       b. fat                                c. large                         d. small 
36)   a. healthy                 b. sick                             c. bad                           d. worse 
37)    a. like                      b. fight                            c. help                           d. save 
 

Read the following passage and answer the questions. (3) 
Mercury is the smallest planet in the solar system and the nearest one to the sun. It is the 
 fastest planet of solar system. Its speed is 48 km/h it goes around the sun every 88 days. 
Mercury is like a small, rocky ball in space. It doesn’t have any moons. Venus is the nearest  
plant to Mercury. Then are no seas, rivers or lakes on it. So, you can’t live on Mercury but there 
are wonderful things there. 
 
38) Venus is the neighbor of the sun.  (T   /   F) 
39) Mercury has 48 moons. (T /   F) 
40)There is a beautiful forest in Mercury. (T / F) 

   41) Which planet is the nearest to Mercury? Venus is the nearest  
42) What is Mercury like? (1 point) Mercury is like a small, rocky ball in space. 
 

Read the following passage and answer the questions. (2) 
Penguins are amazing birds. They go on a very long trip every year. Hundreds of penguins 
together and walk more than 100 kilometers. They walk to find a safe place for the mothers to lay 
eggs. Fathers take care of the eggs and mothers walk to the sea to find food for their chicks. A 
chick is a baby bird. Fathers keep the eggs on their feet because it is too cold on the ice. After 64 
days the baby birds come out the eggs. When the chicks are 4 months old, the parents leave 
them to take care of themselves, and they return to the sea. 
  
43. Mothers find food for their babies. (T-F) 
44. Penguins swim more than 100 kilometers. (T-F) 
45. parents leave them to take care of themselves.” Take care” means: protect 
46. Why do father keep the eggs on their feet? because it is too cold on the ice. 
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